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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textit{ICT-enabled service innovation is needed to provide a better service in a smart city. An example of ICT-enabled service innovation is intelligent transportation system (ITS) in Taipei City, Taiwan. We developed a eight ICT-mechanisms that support development of service innovation in smart city. This study found that ontime resource control was the most important mechanism. The expectation of this study is make easier another city to develop a smart city’s concept.}
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\section{1. INTRODUCTION}

The face of city changed. The society preferred to live in the city. It makes cities become a place where all kind of activities converged such as social, economic and environmental. Urbanization causes many important and significant economic, social and demographic transformations (Abu-Lughod J, Hay R J. 2013 in Chuantao et al. 2015). The characteristic current cities are interconnected by complex system. Many systems integrated like services, technologies, transportations, businesses and utilities to serve their citizens. Those activities increased population growth and urbanization[2].

Complexity in a city can reduced by utilizing the technology. Many cities in the world race to become a smart city by utilizing the technology. In general, the type of smart city is based on their abilities to transform using technology [3]–[5]. The concept of smart city has become more popular in scientific literature and international policies. In the future, it is important to understand the concept of smart city and what is the importance for cities to consider key elements [6].

Service is one of important component of smart city. A smart city have to provided its citizens with services via its infrastructure based on information and communication technologies [7]. City need an innovation to deliver better services and being a liveable city. Nevertheless, the smart city concept is too board and not many research revealed service innovation in smart city area. Accordingly, this study aims to explain how ICT-enabled is able to provide service
innovation. Especially, ICT-enabled of intelligent transportation system as service innovation in smart city area.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The urbanization, growth and associated problems of modern cities, coupled with the rapid development of new ICT, has enabled us to first visualize the smart cities concept, and now to begin to build smart cities, which is seen as the future form for cities [1]. The recent concept of smart city is including to make better social development. It needs a new approach to mapping-current urban problems. Much previous studies have emphasized a smart city in many definitions [8].

A smart city has ability to provide advanced service innovation to their citizens by use ICT systems. It will be improve the quality of their life. Piro proposed a platform advanced information centric based ICT services of a smart city [9]. Nowadays, many cities implemented a new innovation service to provide competitiveness within their city [7].

To be smarters, city should provide service innovation via internet-based applications. It is required to ensure and manage all kind of service innovation work properly [10]. Intelligent transportation systems, environmental issues and participatory governance are needed toward a smart city [11]. Many definitions of smart cities exist. The terminology of smart city is still not consistent and there is no fixed definition about smart city [6]. Many previous research has problem to define and categorize smart cities [12]. There is no standardization about definition of a smart city and many cities say that their cities are smart without having a specific standard [13].

The term ‘smart city’ appeared for the first time in the early 1990s, and researchers have emphasized technology, innovation and globalization in the process of urbanization [14]. As purposed by Giffinger and Pichler-Milanović (2007) The smart city has six main dimensions: a smart economy, smart mobility, a smart environment, smart people, smart living, and smart governance. Smart cities have attracted great attention since 2008, with the launch of IBM’s Smarter Planet project [15]. Batty et al. (2012) defined that ICT was integrated using new digital technologies to coordinate traditional infrastructures. The stakeholders have not clear understanding about the definitions of smart cities [1].

In addition, other countries are also driving and implementing smart city technologies and applications such as Manchester, Berlin, Barcelona, Edinburgh, Bath and Amsterdam. Many of them have a similar approach and in addition to create a better life within the city [17]–[19]. Taiwan is one of country that focus build smart city system. They already implemented smart transportation over the past decade. Since then the government has proclaimed it will definitely develop public transportation [20]. In addition, Taipei city provides ubiquitous free WiFi for their citizens, Chou and Huang (2012) explained M-Taipei initiative is one of the first major cities in the world to roll out its own public wireless Internet service, with the city government – in cooperation with private companies – leading the way. For example, New York implemented a good digital strategy by respect to resources, needs, and priorities. They used technology in public service and involve a intelligent plan to encourage their digital potential for their core areas: access, open government, engagement, and industry[22].
In the previous research, smart city has some component to describe what is the requirements if a city want to become smarter city. Giffinger and Pichler-Milanović (2007) developed six typology of smart city function such us smart economy, smart people, smart governance, smart mobility, smart environment, and smart living (see Figure 1).

The six typology from Giffinger was develop further by Chuantao et al. (2015) by for classification of smart city pplication domains. The objective of this classification is to avoid the positioning of an application or project into a subclass that may cause the isolation of an integrated system or application. The classification helps investors and designers of smart cities to better understand their project’s domain coverage and potential benefit. The city is not enough only provide good service for citizen, need a innovation to manage complexity caused by urbanization. To be smarter, city should deliver service innovation to make sure their city is liveable. To introduce and improve of existing services in the various contexts is needed service innovation to become a important references. J.H. Lee and Hancock (2012) divided service innovation into sub-dimension: service diversity and service integration. Den Hertog (2000) proposed service concept, client interface, service delivery system and technology as four dimensional model of service innovation. This model was one of idea a in knowledge-based economy [23].

Smart city is related to certain kind of service innovation. This topic is becoming interest for improve quality of life, global competitiveness, urban development and sustainable socio-economic. All of them are challenges for the city to present their concept as a smart city [24]. Service innovation is needed as a good references to provide a better service like dynamic information, internal service innovation and customers technologies [25]. ICT-enabled services innovation have become the main driver of productivity and economic growth. ICT-enabled service innovation is a significant way to provide ICT services [26]. ICT has become main driver to intelligent transportation system that has been defined and measured by using ICT-enabled’s components (e.g radio-frequency identification (RFID), global positioning system (GPS), sensors, Wi-Fi, cameras, smart cards, etc).
Many cities in the world compete to be the smartest. One of important component from smart city is smart transportation. The city should have intelligent transportation system if want to be smart city. Previous research described intelligent transportation system in many term. In Japan, intelligent transportation system is know as AMTICS and RACS, but in European people, they called intelligent transportation system by Prometheus. But the purpose is related [27].

However, Lee wrote that intelligent transportatition should integrate all system represent a typical human-centered and highly complex dynamic that integrate communications, sensing, traffic management, information technology and control[28]. The idea about transport system smarter is not something new, this is a strategy to present smart technologies in urban transport system[29]. The functions of the complete intelligent transportation system demonstration system include intelligent transportation system traffic surveillance and information center, intelligent transportation system’s vision systems, intelligent traveler information and safety assistance, spoken man-machine interfaces, intelligent vehicle control and safety assistance, automated driving smart car, advanced communication networks, Ad hoc inter-vehicle video conference, and smart agent-based travel information [28]. to improve the connection among different tranportation systems. By providing real time traffic information, intelligent transportation system enhances

Figure 1. The Research Framework

the safety, efficiency and comfy to use public transportation system. Obviously, it will minimizing the impact of traffic infrastructure on the environment.

Furthermore, while the advances in information and communication technology are very fast, the transformation of transport systems and infrastructures tends to take a long time [30]As introduced above, intelligent transportation systems integrates advanced computers, information, electronic communications and sensor technologies, intelligent transportation system is also able improve the connection among different tranportation systems. By providing real time traffic information, intelligent transportation system enhances the safety, efficiency and comfy to use public transportation system. Obviously, it will minimizing the impact of traffic infrastructure on the environment.

3. METHODOLOGY

We selected Taipei City as a case of smart city, Taipei is one of smartest city in the world. The American media BuzzFeed has ranked Taipei as one of the 53 beautiful cities. Taipei also scores high in the fields of cuisine and transportation, for example its night market snacks which garnered CNN coverage and the YouBike bike rental system that has received positive reviews by
travel magazine Global Traveler. Many cities in the world adjusted smart city concept to solve their problems. In Chicago, Argonne National Laboratory computer scientist Charlie Catlett planned city wide installation of at least 500 sensor-packed boxes to measure temperature, precipitation, humidity, air quality, and pedestrian flow [31].

Taipei is very serious to provide a comfortable service to their citizens. The last urban planning project for Taipei was released in 1930, therefore a new one is urgently needed and also devise a comprehensive long-term plan for city development as seen in metropolises like Tokyo, Seoul, London, and Amsterdam. Nowadays, Taipei already built their service innovations for being a smart city. Several services use technology to make their citizens more comfortable, safe and healthy. In this city, we can easy to get Wi-Fi signal. Most of locations have installed Wi-Fi router, this service named by Taipei-Free. Furthermore, Taipei also has installed the “Fiber-To-The-Home” optical fiber network program, as well as the triple play in telecommunication to enhance municipal cloud services. Another ICT-enabled service innovations that have installed such usopen data, intelligent traffic, and the role of ICT in upholding public safety. Taipei’s Mayor stressed that any administrative envisioning of where Taipei will be heading should take into account the factors of time and space as well as the nation of capital as a living circle. (Department of Information Technology, Taipei City Government, 2016).

In addition to direct observations, we studied hundreds previous papers about smart city. The trend is in line with smart city concept that popular in several cities in the world. From a hundreds previous paper, we found that researchers studied more about technical issue such as internet, Wi-Fi, GPS, radio signal, etc. It was not many paper that discussed about management process in smart city. Therefore, we narrowed down the scope of smart city concept. Focus in this research is about ICT-enabled service innovation in smart city area. If we talked about service in smart city, it will be closely related with public transportation systems.

Smart city was not only about technology, we interested to know what is the management process inside, how is a smart city starts develop the concept, What ICT components were used to be smarter city? What kind of innovation are able to develop using technology?

After we studied a hundreds previous paper, this study was more focus on ICT components in intelligent transportation systems that has illustrated at Figure 3. Based on previous papers and direct observation in public transport systems in Taipei, then we collected ICT components in intelligent transportation system. From those components, we created mechanisms that using technology, we called by ICT-enabled mechanisms as illustrates Figure 1. Furthermore, we created questionnaire and we sent to 24 experts in Taipei, Taiwan by email. We received five experts from Taipei. We analyzed the data using analytic hierarchy process and we got the rankings of the most important mechanisms according the experts.

In this study, we used analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to know the ranking of ICT-enabled mechanism. The AHP is most useful where teams of people are working on complex problems, especially those with high stakes, involving human perceptions and judgments, whose resolutions have long-term repercussions (Bhushan, Navneet; Kanwal Rai, 2004). It has unique advantages when important elements of the decision are difficult to quantify or compare, or where communication among team members is impeded by their different specializations, terminologies, or perspectives.
AHP is a research method to support rational decision making on several qualitative factors (Saaty, 1971). AHP is a highly out-standing management tool for complex multi-criteria decision problems and was developed as a methodology that can present flexible solution on qualitative and quantitative problems.

First, several criteria are suggested to accomplish desired target and set factors for each of the criteria. Factors for each criteria and sub-factors must be correlated. Once each factor and sub-factor is organized in stratified order, the establishment of overall stratified structure for the target is completed. One, then, simply needs to carry out mutual pair-wise comparison for each of the factors that have been converted into numerical scale for each level in accordance with stratified structural process for which establishment has been completed. Comparison of criteria must be executed for the subject of comparison and the total number of comparisons is n(n-1)/2. If the score for each factor has similar weight in terms of level of preference between subjects of comparison, it will be expressed in words such as same or with number 1. Scores with scale of 1–9 (1: equal importance; 9: absolute importance) recommended by Saaty was referred to. Each criteria/measures is quantified by finding the value of maximized Eigen value, consistency index (CI) and consistency ratio (CR). CR index in AHP is used in order to maintain consistency in decision making of the responder. CR can be defined as follows:

$$CR = \frac{CI}{RI} \quad (1)$$

CI is the consistency index and RI is the random index. CI can be defined as follows:

$$CI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{Max}} - n}{n - 1} \quad (2)$$

RI is the 9-point scale consistency index generated through pair wise comparison as showed on Table 2. If the CR value is too high, then it is deemed that there is no reliability in the decision on the chosen preference. Saaty (1980) and Millet and Saaty (2000) stated that, in general, CR value in the range of 0.10–0.20 is appropriate. If the CR value exceeds 0.2, then repetitively carry out the same procedure through feedback until the maximum Eigen value, CI, and CR value are satisfactory, or otherwise remove the outcome of such response.

4. PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

This section presents the background information about intelligent transportation system in Taipei City, Taiwan. In early 1990, Taiwan began to build their public transportation, various transportation mode have established for provide convenient service to their citizens. In 1996, The Taipei MRT System, popularly known as the Taipei Metro has opened to significantly facilitated transportation in the city.

In the above literature survey, direct observations and also data from official website of department of transportation Taipei city, there are ICT components in intelligent transportation system. Based on ICT components of intelligent transportation system, as shown in Table 3, we purposed ICT-enabled mechanism and service innovation in smart city area.
4.1 Ubiquitous Deployment

Ubiquitous deployment is mechanism that contains basic ICT components. Cities are smart if most of ICT components were deployed to the whole city. For instance, how many monitoring cameras, how many locations already installed free Wi-Fi, and all that. In Taipei city, we will easy to get facilities based on ICT for free. Begin from free Wi-Fi spread in the whole city, smart payment using Easy card, monitoring cameras in everywhere, self-service station for rental bike and mass rapid transit (MRT). In security issue, RFID tags and reader for security in addition to the manual keys.

4.2 Ontime Resource Control

This mechanism is aims to ensure all resources in smart city works ontime. By using this mechanism, citizens in smart city are easier to manage and make itinerary. This Mechanism is related with numbers of vehicles, road condition, and estimate mileage. Cities should harness data statistic and technology to estimate the real time, make it easier to provide comfort for the citizens.

4.3 Data Value Development

Data value development will make public easier to make some complement applications for support smart city. Developers in smart city use open data to access all data that related with intelligent transportation systems. This mechanism is require smart city to open their data, allocate API for developers, statistics and others data.

4.4 Behavioral Pattern

When the city smarter, most of ICT components work properly, a smart city is required to always upgrade their services. One of them is increase a speed of services. To realize that, the city need a pattern that appeared when citizens use smart city service. Citizens behavioral pattern will visible use GPS or data mining, then illustrates in the form of visual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICT Components</th>
<th>ICT-enabled Mechanism</th>
<th>Service Innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet connection, ubiquitous Wi-Fi, wireless communication, cameras, vehicle sensors, self service station, smart payment cards, RFID tags, and RFID readers.</td>
<td>Ubiquitous Deployment</td>
<td>Service Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic behaviour statistic analysis, district closed-circuit television cameras (CCTV) systems, monitoring of particular road section, and analysis commuting time.</td>
<td>Ontime Resource Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open data and API for developers.</td>
<td>Data Value Development</td>
<td>Service Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining, data visualization, and GPS data traces of human movement.</td>
<td>Behavioral Pattern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital maps, GPSs, and realtime traffic analysis.</td>
<td>Navigation Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud guide system, official website, social media, and mobile apps.</td>
<td>Information Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realtime information system, voice-call service, and back-end management.</td>
<td>Service Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control center, logistic and maintenance management.</td>
<td>Management Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. RI Value

Table3. Components and Mechanism in Service Innovation
It will easier to discover the pattern how citizens use services. If we are able to know the pattern, it will make easier to escalate the speed of service by serve a better public transportation.

4.5 Navigation Control

This mechanism will controlling all kind of vehicles: personal vehicle or vehicle for public transportation. Smart city has to use technology as digital maps and GPS for analyze realtime traffic volume. By using those technologies and study extensively, smart city is able to reduce congestion. This is a major problems and also common issues in densely populated cities. In Taipei, inside the city bus has already embedded GPS, it makes the city bus is able to announce where is the next destination. This system is connected with alert system using LED text displays. Taipei City has Advanced vehicle control and safety service (AVCSS) that mainly used in vehicle manufacturing, for example, anti-collision warning system. When the front or rear is too close to another vehicle, a warning sound reminds the driver to keep a safe distance. They also have the vulnerable individual protection service (VIPS). Audio signals have been set up at major intersections in Taipei City. Bike lanes and pedestrian-only lanes will be introduced and displayed in further detail later.

4.6 Information Center

Information center is one of the most important mechanism but it is often forgotten. This mechanism will be one of major priority for provide facilities in a smart city. Every citizens or tourists will looking for information about public transportation services when they want to go to some places. A smart city should use technologies to give that facilities. Several ways to do is allocate official website, official social media account, mobile apps or cloud guide system. Those facilities will make citizens or tourists enjoy to visit that smart city.

4.7 Service Monitoring

The quality of service will decrease if there is no sustainable monitoring. This mechanism will assign ease of use to smart city to observe services on the whole. By using real time information systems, back-end management, or even voice-call service, a smart city is able to monitoring every services. Smart city obtains information about bad service, pretty good service or excellent service. Therefore, service is able to continue to developed following the existing conditions. Youbike is one of mass transportation service in Taipei that use back-end management to enhance their service run properly.

4.8 Management Control

Management control in this context is mechanism that require smart city to always do controlling to the existing management. This mechanism is able to the city maintain the quality of public transportation service and make it more stable. In addition, this mechanism will make easy smart city to improve, increase, or cut down the existing services. As city bicycle schemes spread around the globe, Taiwan, a key manufacturer of the world's bicycles for many years, has fir-
mlyembraced the trend, integrating information communication technology to enhance the soft power exerted by bicycle systems. By bringing together bicycle manufacturers, system platform operators, and logistics and maintenance providers, rental stations have been set up throughout Taipei, providing a 24/7, year-round mass transportation tool. User registration and rental procedures have been simplified, and a smart bicycle management system has been set up through back-end cloud computing.

**Table 4. Result of Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ubiquitous Deployment</th>
<th>Ontime Resource Control</th>
<th>Data Value Development</th>
<th>Behavioral Pattern</th>
<th>Navigation Control</th>
<th>Information Center</th>
<th>Service Monitoring</th>
<th>Management Control</th>
<th>Priority Vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous Control</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontime Resource Control</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Value Development</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Pattern</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Control</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Center</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Monitoring</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Control</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\lambda_{max}=9.49 \quad CI=0.21, \quad CR=0.15$

5. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The above research issues the ICT-enabled service innovation in smart city area. After we collected and analyzed the data from experts, we got the results: what is the most important ICT-mechanism. The result illustrates in Table 4 is the most important ICT-mechanism. Ontime resource control is the most important mechanism in Taipei because their citizens have many activities everyday. This mechanism got the highest score than other: 0.25. Most of Taipei citizens are able to move rapidly from one district to another district even city within one day. Taipei citizens not only need availability public transportation, but also need fixed transportation system for make sure their activities on time along days. Behavioral pattern score 0.02. This is illustrates that citizens did not care so much about the importance of behavioral pattern. Even though, this mechanism is important to deliver better service in the future based on pattern of behavior Taipei citizens.

Information center is not too important today due to it has been established. The rankings ICT-enabled mechanism according to the most important in Taipei is ontime resource control, ubiquitous deployment, navigation control, service monitoring, information center, management control, behavioral pattern, and data value development.

For this case, Taipei was more concern about how to make all of resource be ontime to serve their citizens. Even though Taipei already established the intelligent transportation system, ubiquitous deployment still important to make all of part in Taipei connected each other. Ubiquitous deployment mechanism is the second important below ontime resource control mechanism. The
third important mechanism is navigation control to make sure most of their public transportation can be access from multi platform using digital maps, GPS, and realtime traffic analysis. Furthermore, navigation control was also important to helpful to control the public transportation if there are some congestion in some places around Taipei. Service monitoring and information center in Taipei city were good condition.

They only need to improve and increasing the efficiency. Management control, behavioral pattern and data value development are the last mechanism from Taipei City. Those mechanism were in the lowest rankings, but it does not mean those were not useful. A city should to consider the most important mechanism if want to become smarter city, depend on their recently situation.

6. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The city around the world often confused what should they do to be smarter city. In this study, we provide eight ICT-mechanisms for develop intelligent transportation system. Those mechanisms were inspired by smart city concept in Taipei City and previous papers about smart city around the world. Many previous research deliver another theory to develop the whole concept, technical issue, saving energy, governance and others. But, not many research wrote about ICT-enabled in smart city. It will be implication complements the another theory for this research area, and also will be useful for practise issue, especially for one of the most important service innovation in smart city: intelligent tranportation systems. Those mechanisms have the rangkings, but actually, all of mechanism have interrelation among other mechanism. A city should think about the whole mechanism. If they want to develop by the most important mechanism, it can use this term. This study also has some limitations. The paper discusses eight ICT-enabled mechanism for develop intelligent transportation system. Although there are other mechanisms such as quality of life, Society of change, etc. In future these aspects need to be addressed to.
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